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Company introduction 

 

・ For international logistics such as sea shipping and air transportation, cooperation 

with AASC and countries around the world is top notch. 

・ Special container cargo specialist (FLAT / RORO) 

・ Specialist in trilateral transportation 

・ Logistics consulting ・ Customs specialist for import / export to China and Brazil 

(Fast, safe, secure) 

・ DDU / DDP specialists for countries around the world 

・ 3PL / 4PL logistics company 

 

Furthermore, we are good at DOOR TO DOOR such as FCL for North America / South 

America / Europe and projects to / from China. 

We provide proposals and detailed logistics services that meet the needs of our customers. 

We will surely provide the best service. Overall cost reduction can be realized. 

 

<Main achievements> 

・ Asahi Kasei China's inland import / export DDP project China customs clearance 

arrangements (provisional import / export) 

Cargo management, ledger management 

=> Achieve speedy customs clearance arrangements and introduce logistics consulting 

 

・ Asahi Kasei Air Cargo Import Customs Clearance for China Inland, DOOR Delivery 

Arrangement 

=> Providing accurate logistics services according to delivery dates 

 

・ Takizawa Iron Works Arrangements for OOG projects for Russia 

=> Safe transportation of precision machinery, close information exchange with the local 

side, difficult customs clearance in Russia 

Speedy response without trouble, solid after-sales service to local customers 

Implemented 
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・ Sojitz Corporation, Daiso Chemical, China inland (Yangtze River route) Imported to 

Japan, North America 

Trilateral arrangements for 

=> Arrange shipping schedules to meet delivery dates and communicate accurate 

tracking information in a timely manner 

 

・ Fujitsu General Arrangements from China / Thailand to North America / Europe / 

Asia / Russia 

DDU case arrangement 

=> Secure space for ships at the end of the month and realize delivery according to the 

delivery date 

 

・ Ceria Import from China to Japan Warehouse / Inventory management / Shipping 

management 

=> Delivery of various products to China, inventory control at warehouses, export 

customs declaration, and Arrangement of shipping schedule according to the delivery 

date 

 

・ JFE Shoji CY-DOOR, a special container from Japan for North America and Europe 

DDP arrangement 

=> Securing inventory of special containers and speedy response, European cross-border 

customs clearance arrangements, difficult Brazilian customs clearance arrangements, 

and solid after-sales service for local customers in the United States and Europe. 

 


